CALLS FOR
134
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WATCH COMMANDER:
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WRITTEN

15

TYPE
Stolen
Vehicle

CASE#
19-6026

LOCATION
Port Royal Dr.

BurglaryAuto
Stolen
Vehicle
Recovered

19-6046

Emerson Dr

19-5983

Emerald Ln A

Baker Act

19-6010

Baker Act
Disturbance
Domestic

19-6115
19-6118

Palm Coast Pwy
Shell
Westcliffe Ln.
Westcliffe Ln.

Fraud

19-6093

TRAFFIC STOPS

22

BAKER ACTS

2

DATE: 1.20.19

Boulder Rock Dr
Shell

SUMMARY
Between 2100 hours on 1-19-18 and 0630 hours on 1-20-19 victim
advised his 2003 Red Dodge Dakota was taken from his driveway.
*** FOLLOW UP *** Vehicle was located on Belle Terre by Zinnia
Tr, before it was entered as stolen. The keys were in the bed of the
truck.
Wallet missing from an unsecured car
A 2017 Blue Hyundai Elantra 4dr, TAG 281EF
VIN#KMHD04LB2HU325951 was stolen from the residence. Vehicle
was found at the end of Kane Place witnesses stated four (4) B/Ms
were seen in the area, K9 deployed into the wood line towards a
canal. At that time, two subjects were secured on Kanas Path.
Another subject was later seen exiting the woodline west on Kanas
Path and was subsequently secured. Fireflight responded to the
area and assisted. One subject was able to be placed as the driver
due to the k9 track and witness statements. S1 was arrested and
transported to FCIF. S2 and S3 were released to their parents. A
fourth subject, S4 was later located at Karas Trl and Us1.
Male was taken into protective custody and transported to Halifax
Juvenile taken into protective custody reference a Baker Act.
S1 and his mother V1 were involved in a verbal disturbance. V1
knocked the can of flavored water she was drinking on the ground,
S1 then picked it up and poured the water on her. He also threw a
plastic container of wet wipes at her. S1 was arrested for Battery
(domestic) and transported to the FCIF, without incident.
An employee received a call from someone claiming to be with
cooperate IT dept. They stated they need to cancel out several Visa
Gift Cards and needed the numbers to deactivate them. The
employee gave all the numbers to the unknown caller.

